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			This text is an introduction to the basic principles of electrical engineering. It is the outgrowth of
		
			lecture notes prepared by this author while teaching for the electrical engineering and computer
		
			engineering departments at San José State University, DeAnza college, and the College of San Mateo,
		
			all in California. Many of the examples and problems are based on the author’s industrial experience.
		
			It can be used as a primary text or supplementary text. It is also ideal for self-study.
		


		
			This book is intended for students of college grade, both community colleges and universities. It
		
			presumes knowledge of first year differential and integral calculus and physics. While some
		
			knowledge of differential equations would be helpful, it is not absolutely necessary. Chapters 9 and 10
		
			include step-by-step procedures for the solutions of simple differential equations used in the
		
			derivation of the natural and forces responses. Appendices B and C provide a thorough review of
		
			complex numbers and matrices respectively.
		


		
			There are several textbooks on the subject that have been used for years. The material of this book is
		
			not new, and this author claims no originality of its content. This book was written to fit the needs of
		
			the average student. Moreover, it is not restricted to computer oriented circuit analysis. While it is true
		
			that there is a great demand for electrical and computer engineers, especially in the internet field, the
		
			demand also exists for power engineers to work in electric utility companies, and facility engineers to
		
			work in the industrial areas.
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Secure Computer and Network Systems: Modeling, Analysis and DesignJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Secure Computer and Network Systems    

    Modeling, Analysis and Design    

    

    Nong Ye, Arizona State University, USA    

    

    Computer and network systems have given us unlimited opportunities of reducing cost, improving efficiency, and increasing revenues, as demonstrated by...
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Datum und Kalender: Von der Antike bis zur Gegenwart (German Edition)Springer, 2011

	Nach einer Einführung in das Kalenderwesen erläutert der Autor Alternativen zum gregorianischen Kalender. Er präsentiert verschiedene Kalendersysteme wie den europäischen, den japanischen, chinesischen und den jüdischen Kalender und erläutert anhand der Oster-Berechnung die Methoden der Informatik, die für...
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Bayesian Computation with R (Use R)Springer, 2009
The book is a concise presentation of a wide range of Bayesian inferential problems and the computational methods to solve them. The detailed and thorough presentation style, with complete R code for the examples, makes it a welcome companion to a theoretical text on Bayesian inference.... Smart students of statistics will want to have both R and...
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Android Recipes: A Problem-Solution ApproachApress, 2016

	Discover more than 100 down-to-earth code recipes, covering a wide range of useful topics using complete and real-world working code examples. This book is updated to include the Android N SDK (7.0), as well as earlier releases.


	Crammed with insightful instruction and helpful examples, this fifth edition of Android Recipes...
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Final Cut Studio On the Spot, Third EditionFocal Press, 2007
What a breath of fresh air!  I highly recommend this book for folks that are motivated to take their knowledge of FCP to new heights. Bravo Gentlemen!
Kevin Monahan, author-Motion Graphics and Effects in Final Cut Pro, www.fcpworld.com

...provides you with wonderful tips and tricks, most of which you won't get anywhere else. ...
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Modeling and Tools for Network SimulationSpringer, 2010

	A crucial step during the design and engineering of communication systems is the estimation of their performance and behavior; especially for mathematically complex or highly dynamic systems network simulation is particularly useful. This book focuses on tools, modeling principles and state-of-the art models for discrete-event based network...
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